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Noncovalent interactions are significant in facilitating molecular
recognition and charge transfer in many enzymatic redox pro-
cesses at protein-protein interfaces.1,2 The design of guest (G)
and host (H) molecules, which undergo molecular recognition in
solution using hydrogen bonding interactions, provides a means
of understanding and controlling the nature of these interactions.3-10

The role of the hydrogen bonding in the charge transfer processes
of these molecular assemblies could simply be a molecular
interface for the reaction, or a more active role in assisting a proton
coupled electron-transfer reaction.11-13 Weak coupling between
the charge-transfer sites and the hydrogen-bonding interface is
expected to minimize the latter role.

Here we report on a series of transition metal complexes with
hydrogen bonding molecular recognition sites capable of forming
noncovalent donor acceptor complexes (Scheme 1). We also
determine for the first time the dependence of the rate of
intramolecular electron transfer on the reaction driving force
across a hydrogen bonding interface.

The strength of theG-H interaction in this assembly was shown
to be due to the strong hydrogen bonding interaction betweenG
andH especially when theG molecule is in the enolate form.4

The amide groups ofH (Scheme 1) in theG-H assembly can be
modulated by different substituents to influence their binding to
the barbituric acidG molecules and therefore control the
H-bonding interactions.14

The molecular nature and the strength of the H-bonding
associations in the ruthenium and osmium bipyridine derivatives
of H andG molecules(RuII G, OsII G, HRuIII , andHOsIII ) were
determined using NMR and steady-state fluorescence titrations
(Ka ) (2 to 5)× 105 M-1 in CH2Cl2). The fluorescence spectra

and lifetime ofRuII G andOsII G are similar to those of known
[RuII(bpy)3] and [OsII(bpy)3].15

Electron-transfer reactions from the excited states of the*M II G
to H-′MIII in CH2Cl2 were determined by fluorescence lifetime
measurements (Table 1). The electron-transfer reaction was
initiated by laser excitation atλ ) 480 or 400 nm and monitored
by observing the quenching of the excited-state emission atλ )
610 or 710 nm for the different*M II G-H-′MIII complexes. All
MII G-H-′MIII complexes show biphasic emission decay with short
lifetimes corresponding to the intramolecular electron transfer
within *M II G-H-′MIII (τ ) 4-7 nsec) and longer lifetimes
corresponding to the emission of the uncomplexed*M II G (M )
Ru, τ′ ) 770 ns; M ) Os, τ′ ) 90 ns). Carrying out the
experiments in 3:1 ethanol-methylenechloride resulted in the
disruption of the H-bonding association and the disappearance
of the fast component (τ ) 4-7 ns). The thermal back electron-
transfer reaction in CH2Cl2 from H-′MII to [MIII G]was determined
by transient absorption techniques. The [MIII G-H-′MII ] intermedi-
ate was generated from the excitation ofMII G-H-′MII (generating
*M II G-H-′MII as the long-lived excited state) which is then
quenched by 1,4-benzoquinone.16 Changes in absorption of the
intermediate (Figure 1) were monitored between 450 and 550 nm.
No transient absorption forH-′MII was observed in 3:1 ethanol-
methylenechloride, with benzoquinone, confirming the absence
of the H-bonding association.

The forward and reverse electron-transfer reaction rates of the
MII/III G-H-′MIII/II complexes were plotted against their respective
free energies (Figure 2). Analysis of the experimental points for
both the forward and back electron-transfer reactions using the
classical Marcus equation17 (without assuming a knownλel) results
in λel ∼ 1.2 eV andHad ) 1.2 cm-1. Alternatively, the forward
electron-transfer reaction rates were analyzed after estimating the
reorganization energy for the reactionλel ∼ 1.0 eV.18 From this
analysis,Had was calculated to be 1.7 cm-1. The same analysis
for the thermal back electron-transfer reaction gaveλel ∼ 0.9 eV18

andHda ) 0.4 cm-1. Both analyses are offered here because our
data cannot distinguish between these similar values. Comparison
of the electron transfer rates determined here to those in related,
but covalently bonded complexes19 shows that, at similar dis-
tances, electron transfer rates across H-bonding interfaces are only
modestly slower than that observed in the covalently bonded
donor-acceptor complexes.

The work presented here demonstrated how the driving force
dependence of the rates of intramolecular electron transfer
reactions in these H-bonded complexes can be used to determine
the electronic coupling matrix element for electron transfer.
Comparison of these H-bonded systems with similar covalently
bound complexes at similar distances19 shows that a H-bonding
interface can be as effective a bridge for electron transfer as
covalently bound bridges.8-9,11-13 The advantage of the donor-
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acceptor assembly studied here is the ability to systematically
introduce substituents on the hostH molecule which results in
varying the strength of the H-bonding association by electronic
and steric means.14 This may enable one to obtain more detailed
measurements of the electron-transfer processesacross the same
molecular interfacein different solvents. In addition to this, the
deuterium isotope effect on the binding and the electron-transfer
process may provide new insights and answers to the question of
the direct involvement of the hydrogen bond in the charge-transfer
process or its indirect role in holding the reactants close enough
for direct overlap.
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Scheme 1

Table 1. Experimental Binding Constants, Electron Transfer Rates,
and Related Parameters

complex Ka (M-1) kel, s-1 ∆Go, eV

*RuII G-HRuIII f RuIII G-HRuII (3 ( 1) × 105 1.5× 108 -1.68
*RuII G-HOsIII f RuIII G-HOsII (2 ( 1) × 105 2.5× 108 -1.29
*OsII Gst-HOsIII f OsIII G-HOsII (5 ( 1) × 105 2.6× 108 -1.37
[RuIII G-HRuII ] f RuII G-HRuIII 3.3× 106 -0.44
[OsIII G-HOsII ] f OsII G-HOsIII 2.0× 106 -0.39

Figure 1. The fitted decay ofHRuII transient absorption in the electron-
transfer reaction of [RuIII G-HRuII ]. The spectrum of the transient
absorption ofHRuII is shown in the insert.

Figure 2. A plot of log ket vs driving force for the electron-transfer
reactions of the different host-guest molecules. a, b, and c indicate the
forward electron-transfer reactions for*RuII G-HRuIII , *RuII G-HOsIII ,
and *OsII G-HOsIII , respectively. a′ and c′ indicate the back electron-
transfer reactions for [RuIII G-HRuII ] and [OsIII G-HOsII ]. The dashed
line is a fit for the back and forward electron-transfer reactions. The solid
and dotted lines are fits to the forward and back electron-transfer reactions,
respectively.
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